
Manifesto for planetary transformation I Part 1

Every Tueasday, 19:19 (time slot approx. 30 min. I Duration approx. 5 min.)
Please send exactly, loudly, inwardly pure and with loving determination into the agreed field.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 I arise to the powerful Creator I am.

 The Revelation of All Oneness reveals itself to us.

 The Truth reveals itself to us.

 Clarity sets in - within me and around me.

 Healing sets in - in me and around me.

 Our inner being is peacefulness and peacefulness reigns around us.

 We are light. The rays of our light illuminate and transform every hostile acts on Human
Beings, seen or hidden.

 We declare all intentions and actions to enslave the inhabitants of the earth to be 
absolutely ineffective – instantly.

 
 Experiences of slavery and exploitation of the earth and its inhabitants - we declare 

finished from this moment on.

 We abolish the programming of the "conscious-less" earthly epoch. 

 We release every opponent of the NEW lightful era on earth - in love - from earthly 
service. A corresponding planet is ready for all of you.

 We activate on earth and in us - the reality of prosperity, thoughtful individuality joined
together in equality, cordiality and self-awareness.

 We activate for the Earth the age of the highest benevolent consciousness and 
awareness in harmony with all that is - GOOD, TRUE and BEAUTIFUL.

 We are ready - We choose the rapid transition.

 We initialize and anchor the fundamental frequencies for the NEW planetary ERA of 
conscious, loving, and spiritually awakened experience.

 The era of lived wisdom, lived love and happiness as well as lived respect for one 
another - manifests itself in me and around me.

 Into this reality flow my creative power, the intention of my true being and the 
authority of my individual signature.

 We declare any amendment immediately null and void.

So it is! So it is! So it is! - This is my Highest FREE WILL

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Joint decision by "old" souls who have committed themselves to laying NEW foundations.

Received during the astral journey to the "Old Souls Congress 2.0" by Kaja Hammer
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